
Energy consumption is
invisible to the naked eye.

They needed a smarter, more precise way to pinpoint energy waste
and its associated costs

Make the invisible, visible.

With  48,000 sq. ft., and home to five companies with  over 50 
employees, 527 Queen Street’s energy bill was skyrocketing.  

With higher  average electricity costs than every other building in their 
portfolio, the building’s owners knew they had a problem, but couldn’t 
pinpoint the cause.

Empowering smarter energy decisions



Increase your profitability
through energy efficiency

Don’t let your energy investments go to waste. Building360’s
future-proof energy management platform lets you take control of your 
energy costs.

Get accurate  real-time visibility with an easy-to-use, hardware 
agnostic platform that aligns energy management decision-making 
from your C-suite all the way to local operations.  

Benchmark and track the progress of your energy savings measures 
to minimize operational risks and ensure the best return on your 
energy investments.

Record the exact bene�ts of every energy-saving action that you, 
your facility managers, and  even your contractors make. All visible 
to your chosen stakeholders anywhere, anytime.
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Enhanced data to quickly identify 
new energy saving opportunities and 
inefficiencies

Big data analytics helps you achieve 
your objectives at the lowest cost and 
highest ROI

Make smart decisions, and implement 
solutions in the right place at the right 
time
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Act

Buildings in North America
waste 30% - 50% of
their purchased energy.
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Steps to Success

The Building360 smart energy platform delivers the best solutions for your property at the right time, with  one-touch 
actionable insights that impacts your bottom line.

For example, at 527 Queen Street, within the �rst two weeks of deployment, Building360 pinpointed an opportunity to 
reduce energy consumption by 5% generating $5,500 in annual savings—to start.



The Building360 Energy Platform
STEP 1

FEATURES

MEASURE:
Building360 Insights

Get insights for your entire building portfolio - all in one place.

Deploy Building360 in one or hundreds of buildings across your entire 
portfolio so our software can upload your historical energy data from 
your utilities. In less than ten days, your Building360 dashboard will 
show comparisons of energy use by time period and between buildings. 
No more labor-intensive spreadsheets. And, since our solution is 
hardware agnostic, our platform works with almost every energy 
monitoring device on the market, guaranteeing data quality and 
integrity. 

Launch it on your own with our support or ask us about our all-inclusive 
Building360 + Real-Time Installation Package that includes energy 
monitors, installation, software commissioning and subscription.

No hardware necessary

Automated multi-location utility bill collection and data 
acquisition

Individual and portfolio building comparisons and rankings

Energy Star Portfolio and Building integration

Monthly consumption analysis and reports



STEP 2

FEATURES

ANALYZE:
Building360 + Real Time 

Harness the power of Data Analytics with Building360.

Accessible anywhere on any device, Building360 identi�es 
consumption problems and ranks your buildings according to 
which need the most attention. All of this so you can decrease 
operational expenses, reduce your carbon footprint and increase 
the resale value of your buildings. Building360 has a broad and 
comprehensive set of analytical tools that show you where to take 
action. With our Virtual Energy Management (VEM) service, 
Energy Star comparison sets and other decision models, we can 
recommend ROI-driven product and service changes that will 
improve a particular facility’s performance. 

Real-time data acquisition and tracking

Energy peak identi�cation and tracking

Energy use anomaly alerts

Benchmarking relative to similarly-sized buildings in
North America and across the globe

ROI & data-driven product and service
recommendations



STEP 3

ACT: Building360 
Virtual Energy Manager
(VEM)

Make managing your energy usage simple. Add Virtual Energy 
Management to Building360 PLUS.

With VEM, we match you with a trusted 3rd party Building360 expert 
in your area. As your advisor, they will help you achieve your energy 
e�ciency objectives in the most productive and skillful ways. Take 
the pressure o� of  your organization by outsourcing your energy
management to our VEM. You will receive precise monitoring and 
smart advice on energy savings opportunities that �t both your 
operations and budget.

FEATURES
Expert VEM matchmaking to �nd you the best-�tting professional

24/7 energy monitoring across  all facilities

Easy-to-understand, shareable monthly progress reports

Monthly data-driven recommendations with predictive analytics and expected outcomes

Video analysis and recommendations delivered to your inbox when savings opportunities are identi�ed (by request)

A VEM-guided decision-making framework that provides management control and con�dence

Continuous monitoring of all improvement measures and benchmark tracking

Continuous performance optimization of all retro�ts and new equipment to ensure maximum return on your investment



Get Started and Make
Smarter Energy Decisions Today

Reach out to a Building360 advisor to schedule a  free demo of this powerful
platform. Let us show you how Building360 makes it easier to manage your building 

portfolio and take control of your energy costs.




